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Abstract -Text excavation has been an unavoidable data 

excavation technique. There are different methods for text 

excavation, the most famous one criterion matching successful 

will be excavation using the effective criterions. The quality of 

excavation text data is the main problem text excavation due to 

the large number of terms, words, tables, phrases, and noise. 

However, the originality of excavation terms in text data may be 

not high because of lot of noise in text especially in the domain 

of text excavation. Pattern taxonomy model is a criterion-based 

method which adopts the technique of sequential criterion 

excavation and uses closed criterions as features in the 

representative. In Criterion taxonomy model it does not analyze 

the time period to the given text documents and also does not 

provide the rank to the given sets of documents. Existing is used 

to term-based approach to extracting the text. In this system we 

are going to propose the temporal text excavation approach 

which it calculates the time series and give the rank of the 

documents by decomposing the documents.  

Keywords: Text Excavation, Terrestrial sequence, Stumble 

Criterion Evolution, D-Criterion.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Information Retrieval (IR) provided many term-based 

methods to solve this challenge. There are two ultimate 

topics regarding the usefulness of criterion-based 

approaches: low oscillation and garble. Given a specified 

topic, a highly repeated criterion (normally a short criterion 

with large substantiate) is usually a general criterion, or a 

specific criterion of low oscillation. If we decrease the 

minimum substantiate, a lot of noisy criterions would be 

discovered. Garble means the measures used in criterion 

excavation (e.g., “substantiate” and “confidence”) turn out 

to be not suitable in using discovered criterions to answer 

what consumers want. The challenging problem hence is 

how to use discovered criterions to accurately evaluate the 

weights of useful features (knowledge) in text documents. 

Evolving, to refine the discovered criterions in text 

documents. It can improve the accuracy of evaluating term 

weights because discovered criterions are more specific 

than the whole documents. It also makes the user to track 

the former time series from the sets of document.  

Formerly in many spheres, we encounter a tributary of text, 

in which each text document has some eloquent time 

stamp. For example, a collection of news articles about a 

topic and research papers in a subject zone can both be 

viewed as natural text tributaries with publication dates as 

time stamps. In such tributary text data, there often exist 

interesting temporal criterions.  
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For example, an event covered in news articles generally 

has an underlying temporal and mutative structure 

consisting of themes illustrating the beginning, evolution, 

and influence of the event, among others. Similarly, in 

scrutiny papers, scrutiny topics may also exhibit mutative 

criterions. For example, the study of one topic in some 

interval period may have stimulated the study of another 

topic after the time era. In all these cases, it would be very 

valuable if we can discover, excerpt, and condense these 

mutative theme criterions automatically. Indeed, such 

criterions not only are beneficial by, but also would 

facilitate group and navigation of the information stream ac 

according to the underlying thematic structures. 

Temporal text excavation joins the information that 

extracted from the database and data excavation techniques 

upon texting repositories and incorporate times and it 

decompose the text that extracted from the text datasets. 

The sequences of events from the sets of documents are 

extracted in order to track the past events effectively. The 

optimal festering of the time period is constructed related 

with the given document set. The notion of the compressed 

level festering is introduced where each subinterval 

consists of consecutive time points having identical 

information content. Several documents are distinct based 

on the information computed as document sets are 

combined.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Here we are proposing a criterion taxonomy model. Other 

different criterion excavation methods are Sequential 

criterions, Sequential closed criterions, frequent item sets, 

and Frequent closed item sets. All these provide similar 

results but on depending scheduled precision and recall our 

method stand way apart. The curve for PTM will remaining 

better and smoother when compared to the other criterion 

excavation methods. In this study, Reuter’s text collection 

is used to evaluate the proposed approach. Term stemming 

and stop word removal techniques are used in the prior 

stage of text again and again processing. Several common 

measures are then applied for performance evaluation and 

our results are compared with the state-of-art approaches in 

data excavation, concept-based, and term-based methods. 

III. EXISTING METHODOLOGIES 

Many facts excavation types of text representations have 

been proposed in the past. A well-known one is the words 

that uses terms as elements in the vector of the feature 

space. The drawback of bag of words is selecting the text 

document in the limited number of words throughout the 

text document. This pattern of allowance model is used for 

text depiction in Rocco classifiers.  
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In addition to tf*idf, the global form of IDF and scheme of 

weighting entropy is proposed and improves performance 

by an average of 30 out of a hundred. Several premium 

outlines for the bag of words representation attitude were 

suggested. The delinquent of the bag of disputes approach 

is how to select a limited number of features among an 

enormous set of words or standings in order to increase the 

system’s efficiency and avoid over appropriate. In mandate 

to condense the number of features, many termination 

reduction attitudes have been conducted by the use of 

feature variety techniques, such as Information Gain, 

Mutual Evidence, Odds ratio, and so on. The choice of a 

illustration depended on what one regards as the 

meaningful units of text and the meaningful natural 

language rules for the grouping of these units. With esteem 

to the illustration of the content of brochures, some 

examination works have used axioms rather than discrete 

words. The amalgamation of epigram and two grams was 

chosen for document indexing in text categorization and 

evaluated on a variety of feature evaluation functions. A 

phrase-based text representation for Web document 

management was also proposed. 

IV. CRITERION TAXONOMY MODEL 

As a first step in this paper the given brochures are divided 

into dissimilar subsections. So consider every article d  

Generates a set of paragraphs say, P S (d). Assume D is a 

set of documents, which consists of two sets. A set of 

positive documents, D+; and a set of negative documents, 

D .Let T= {t1; t2; . . . ; tm} be a set of terms (or keywords) 

which can be extracted from the set of positive documents, 

D+. Positive documents are the pamphlets that are that are 

generally happening .Here we are only considering the  

Positive documents. 

V.STUMBLE EVOLUTION ALGORITHM AND D-

CRITERION EXCAVATION 

To improve the efficiency of the criterion taxonomy 

excavation, an algorithm, SP Mining, was proposed to find 

all closed sequential criterions, which uses A priori 

property in order to reduce the searching space. Algorithm 

shown describes the training process of finding the set of d-

criterions. Constructive documents are found using naive 

Bayesian classifier after that the SP mining algorithm is 

principal baptized in step 4 giving rise to a set of closed 

sequential criterions SP. The paper consists of the d-

criterion discovery and each and every term substantiate 

evaluation which comes under deploying process. In 

Algorithm all discovered criterions in a positive document 

are composed into a d-criterion giving rise to a set of d-

criterions DP. Term substantiates are calculated based on 

the normal forms for all terms in d-criterions. Here an 

equation is used for the calculation of term weight.  Input: 

positive documents D+; smallest substantiate, Output: d-

criterions DP and substantiate of terms.  

DP = φ; 

For each document d ∈ D; 

Do  

Let P S (d) be the set of articles in d;  

SP = Excavation (PS (d), min- sup);  

d=φ;  

For each criterion p ∈ SP do  

p = {(t, 1)| t ∈ p};  

d = d∈ p;  

End  

DP=DP 

End  

T = {(t| (t, f) ∈ p, p ∈ DP};  

For each term t ∈ T do  

Substantiate (t) =0;  

End  

For each d criterion p ∈ DP do  

For each ( t,w) ∈ β(p )do  

Substantiate (t )= substantiate (t) + w;  

End  

End  

This is the concept of D-criterion excavation Algorithm 

that which we are going to evaluate in the stumble 

evolution algorithm and d-criterion excavation 

VI.TERRESTRIAL ANALYZING TIME INTERVAL 

In criterion discovery model, for finding optimal 

information preserving festering and optimal hurt 

festering we proposed a changeable programming model 

is used. A  closed affiliation is discovered between the 

festering of time period associated with the document set 

and the significant information subtracted for temporal 

analysis, the problem of identifying suitable time festering 

for a given document set which does not seem to have 

received tolerable consideration. So the time point is 

defined in interlude and festering. Spell   point   is   given 

by sordid granularity such as instants, actions, day etc.  

The   time   interval between t1 and t2 is defined as t1 ≤ t ≤ 

t2. 

Festering of time interval t is given as a sequence of time 

intervals between the text documents in the text Reuters 

t1, t2, t3, t4… tn           

VII.PROPOSED WORK  

In this method, documents are considered as an input and 

the features for the set of documents are collected. Features 

are selected based on the TFIDF method. Information 

retrieval has been developed based on many mature 

techniques which demonstrate the terms which are 

important features in the text documents. However, many 

terms with higher weights (e.g., the term oscillation and 

inverse document oscillation (tf*idf) weighting scheme) are 

general terms because they can be frequently used in both 

relevant and irrelevant information. The features selection 

approach is used to improve the accuracy of evaluating 

term weights because the discovered criterions are more 

specific than whole documents. In order to reduce the 

irrelevant features, many dimensionality reduction 

approaches have been conducted by the use of feature 

selection techniques.  

When feature selection process is completed, the frequent 

and closed criterions are discovered based on the 

documents, the term set ‘X’ in document‘d’, X is used to 

indicate the wrapper set of X for d , which includes all 

paragraph ‘dp’€ PS(d) such that Its relative substantiate is 

the fraction of the paragraphs that contain the criterion, 

Criterions can be structured into taxonomy by using the 

subset relation. Smaller standards in the taxonomy are 

usually more general.  
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Figure1: System Architecture 

VIII.PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this study document collection is used to evaluate the 

planned approach. Various common measures are applied 

for performance evaluation. This evaluation compares and 

defines the following parameters such as correctness, recall 

and F-measure which combines exactness and recall with 

the prevailing system. Thus the experimental results show 

that the proposed method better than the existing system 

(Figure 1). The proposed system is more reliable and 

scalable for complex claims. The following fig2 relates the 

existing and proposed work and it shows better results in 

proposed work than the existing work by valuing the 

parameters precision, recall and f-measures. Analyzing 

graph for proposed work. 

 
Fig 2 : Graph for proposed work 

IX.CONCLUSION  

At this time we proposed a secular sequence criterion 

excavation it is a dynamic programming algorithm for 

optimal preserving festering and optimal loss less festering 

is introduced. It is used for carry the relationship between 

the festering of time period between the document set and 

the significant evidence computed for secular examination. 

It will automatically found the time relation between the 

two documents and display the output through reports in 

pie chart statically. It quickly finds criterions for various 

ranges of limitations. It focuses on using information 

extraction to extract the text from the data sets and then 

discover criterions in the text documents. 
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